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The l\[oebius fun ct ion Ik on the Ialti ce of k-de n ~e subg ra phs of a co nnccted graph, 
defin ed in a pre vious pa per, is calcu lated fo r graphs G containing isthmu scs and a rt icul ators. 
IJ evaluated for the null graph q, is shown to van ish if a contain s a n isthmus, whi Ie for a ny 
integer q there exist graphs containing a r t iculators for whi ch II (q,) = q. The " lattice of path 
sets" joining a p a ir of poin ts a nd t he latti ce of g raphs "associated wi t h a a nd a subgrap h a"' 
are defin ed and the :\foebius function s on these latt ices ,tre 8hOIl'n in ce rta in ca",cs to be 
reI ated to /J. 

'I'he concept s ilk-dense subg raplt ," " isLinnlls," and 
" a rt icula tor" were defm.ed in a previous paper [1]/ 
",here it was shown that th e k-den se subgraphs of 
a giyen connected graph G, togethcr with the null 
g rapll cf> , form a laLtice . Th e Moebius function f " on 
this lat t ice will be defU1ed ill the present paper, and 

.M1J) anci , in particular , fJ(cf» will be evaluated £ot' 
va rious types of graphs. It i fOlmd LhaLfl( c/» = O 
if G contams an isLhmlls, and Ifl( cf» I~ 1 unless G 
co ntauls an articulator. However , for every ill
teger q, there ex is ts a graph containing an art iculator 
for which fl(cf» = q. A second lattice is formed by 
the se ts of paths joining a given pail' of points and 
containul g among them all the POUlts of G, and when 
G contams an articliialol' in which thel'e arc just 
[\\"0 pomts, flecf» can be expl'essedi n terms of Lh e 
~Iocbiu s function defined on the second latt ice, 
The graphs "associated with a graph G and a sub
grap It Gil' arc defulCd and shown to form a lattice. 
A relation is fow1<l beLween the Moebius function 
on this lattice and the function s fJ (cf» defin ed for 
the inclividuallattice clements . 

1. Definitions 

A lineal', ullClirected graph G is a set of clements, 
called poillts, together with a set of ord ered pairs 
of these elements which defme a symmetric non
],eflexive, binary relation. For any given graph G, 
the number of points will be assumed :finite and unless 
othcrwise specified this number will be denoted by 
the symbol n . A subset of the set of points ill G, 
together with all the ordered pair which conta in 
only poillts ill the subset, is called a subgraph . The 
union , intersection, or difference of two subgraphs is 
the s ubgraph determined r cspect ively by the union , 
intersection or difference of tlte sets of po ints in the 
L\\'o subgraphs. If G' is a subgraph of G, we say 
0' is contained in G and write G' cG. Two POUlts 
appearing in the same order ed pai l' in G arc said to 

1 Figures in brackets indicate lh0 Ii lera Lur0 references at the end of th is paper. 
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be neighbors. For any given pair of points, p a nd q, 
a sequence of di sLinrL pOiJlt S {PI , ... , Pr}, with 
the property that PJ = P, }J ,= q, and}J i and Pi+1 ar c 
neig hbors for 1 ~i<1', is called a path jo inin g P and q, 
in which PI is the initial point and }JT the terminal 
point. A paL It containulg l' points will b e called an 
1'-cycLe if iLs iniLial and terminal poinLs are neighbors 
and no point of the paLh is a neig hbor of more than 
two ot her points of the pal h. If Lhe sequencc of 
points or a path P contains a proper subsequence 
which is also a path, the ubsequence is called a 
subpath conta ined in P . Two poinLs jo ined by a 
pat h are said Lo be connected. A g raph is connected 
if it ha s only one point , or more than one poin t and 
each pair of points connected . 1 f every pair of poin ts 
arc n eig hbors, G is said Lo be co mpletely connected. 
A graph whi ch noL connectcd is disconnected . Th e 
null g raph cf> is d i connccLccl. Unless otherwisc 
specified, Lhe symbol G will denote a conneC'l ed 
graph, 

If G' is a s ubgraph and G- G' is noL conncctcd , G' 
is said to disconnect G. If G' disconnect G and 
G- G' contains, and is contained in , a set of connected 
graphs, Lhe union of any pail' of which is not con
nected , this set is called the parti tion of G- G'. If G' 
contaills precisely m poinLs, the partition of G- G' 
consists of at least k + 1 connec ted g raphs, and G' 
contains no proper subgraph which disconnects G, 
then G' is called an [m , k)-isthmus ifit is completely 
connected and an [m, k]-articulator if it is not com
pletely connected. An [m , I )-articulator or [m , 1]
is thmu s will b e called an aTticuLator 01' isthmus 
respect ively when the number of point is not 
r elevant. 

For any subgraph G' , G( G' ) will denote the sub
graph determined by the set of all points ill G-G' 
which have n eighbors ill G' . If G' is a sll1g1e point 
p , we shall d enote this sct by G(p). A connected 
subgraph G' is said to be k-dense providcd there arc 
at most k-l poillts in G- G' which arc not POUlts of 
G(G' ) . A k-dense subgraph which contains no k
dense proper subgraph is D,,-minima l. A k-dt'nse 



propel' su bgraph of G, which is contained in no other 
k-dense subgraph except G itself , is called Dk -

maximal. The symbol r k will denote the union of 
fill the Dr minimal subgraphs of G. 

Let S k denote the set of all the k-dense subgraphs 
of G which contain at least k points, together with 
the null graph. It has b een shown in a previous 
paper [1 , theorem 2.2] that the set S k form a lattice 
under the relation of set inclusion, in which the 1.u.b . 
of two subgraphs is their union j and the g .1.b. of two 
subgraphs is their intersection, if it is in Sk, and 
otherwise is either cf> or a graph in the partition of 
t he in tersection, if the latter is not connected. The 
lattice formed by the graphs in S k will be called the 
lattice oj k-dense subgraphs. For any finit e lattice 
composed of elem ents partially ordered by the rela
tion ::;: there is a greatest elem ent 1 such that I ::;:x 
for every element x [2 , ch. II]. The lvloebius junc
tion on th e lattice is a relation which associates with 
every lattice element x fI unique integral number 
j\1(x), drfin ed by 

M (1) = 1 

!.([(x) =- 'L,lvI(y ) 
v>x 

For any lattice element x , M (x ) given by this 
definition is equal to the number given for the same 
elem en t by th e usual dcfmition of the Moebius func
tion [2, ch. I ] on th e dual lattice obtained by replac
ing ::;: by ~. On the lattice of subgraphs in Sk for 
which G is the greatest element and ::;: is understood 
to mcan ~, th e :Moebius function will b e denoted 
by j k and the number which it associates with a 
given subgraph G' by fk (G' ). A second function , 
defined on the entire set of non-null subgraphs of G 
is the size (J. For any subgraph G' ~ cf> , u(G' ) is the 
number of points in G' . 

2 . Completely Connected Graphs and 
G raphs Containing Isthmuses 

The M oebius function on the laLLice of k-densc 
subgraphs will be shown to depend on thc s ize of G 
and on the way in which the points are connected . 
First , we sh all prove some preliminary combinatorial 
theorems . 

L EMMA 2.1 . Ij GI is a subgralJh containing a propel' 
1-dense subgraph G2 and S is the set oj all subgraphs 
oj GI which are 1-dense and contain G2 , then2 

It has been proved [3 , lemma 2.1 ] that a subgraph 
which con tains a I-dense sub graph is I-dense. 
Therefore a subgraph in S is formed by taking G2 

alone or the union of G2 and th e su bgraph determined 
by any set of points from GI- G2 • If u(GI ) - u (G2) = m , 

, T he notation 2: A.B will denote the sum over all subgraphs .ll helonging to 
the set B of snbgraphs, while 2:ccA'B will denote the sum over all snhgraphs 
A which belong to B and which contain the subgrap h C, and 2: c:> .4.B the sum 
over a ll A in B which are contain ed in C. 
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the number of subgraphs ill GI- G2 which hay c k 

points is (~) fI,nd so 

'L, ( - )u(G')= (- )U(G2l:t(m)( - )k=( - )0(G2)(1- 1)"'= 0. 
G' ,S k= O k 

A sequence of subgraphs {H I, ... , H q}, for any 
positive integer q, will b e called an H-sequence if , 
and only if, it has the following properties: (1) H I is 
connected; (2) for evcry i/ l , H i c G (H i _ l ) 

- 'L,{:W(H i)-H I. If H I= G' , for a given con
n ected sub graph G', th e H -sequence is sa id to be 
based on G'. 

LEMM A 2.2 . Ij {H I, ... , H q} iii an H-sequence, 
then: 

1. Fol' any 1'2. 1, 'L,~_ tHt is connected. 
2 . I f q> 1 and 'L, l- IH i is 1-dense, then edher 

there exis ts a non-null subgraph H q+1 such tha t 
{H I, ... , H q, H Hd is an H-sequence, or 'L, ~:lHi 
is 1-dense . 

To prove part 1, suppose Pk is a point in H k fo !" 
k ~r. Then Pk has a neighbor Pk- l in Hk - l , and 
given a point Pi in H i for i~k- l , Pi has a n eighbor 
Pi- I in H i-I . Thus there exists a path P= {Pk, .. . , 
pd joining Pk in H k to a point PI in H I and which 
contains no other point in HI . Similarly, if p' is 
any point in 'L,i- ll-li distin ct from Pk, P' is in some 
Ha for a~r , and there exists a path P' joining p' to 
a point p/ in H I and containing no other point in 
H t . Sillce H I is connected , th ere is a path P I in H I 
joining PI and pt' . If these three paths are all dis
joint , i .e., no two have any point in common excep t 
for the distinct points PI and pt' , they form , taken 
togeth er , a path {Pk, ... , PI , . .. , PI" ... , p' } 
joining Pk and p'. If these paths are not disjoint 
except for distinct PI and PI' there exists a poin t Pb 
in p nH b which is also a point of P'. If b is the 
greatest integer for 'which this is the case , then the 
segments {Pk, ... , Pb} and {p' , .. . , Pb}, of F 
and P' r espectivcJy, when taken together, form f\. 

path {Pk, ... , p' } joining Pk and p'. 
To prove part 2 , suppose that there is no n on-null 

H q+1 such that {H I, ... , H q , H q+d is an H-sequence. 
Then every point in G(H q) has a n eighbor in on c of 
th e H i for 1 ~i<q . Furthermore every point in J-lq 

has a n eighbor in H q- 1• From part 1, we know that 
'L, ~: ll-li is connected and since it contains a n eighbor 
of every point in H q and of every point which ha s a 
n eighbor in 'L,f~ IH i , it must also be I-dense. 

L E MMA 2.3. I f G" is a connected subgraph and G' 
is a 1-dense subgraph containing G" , then there is a 
unique H-sequence based on G" such that G' is equal to 
the union of all the su bgraphs in the H-sequence. 

Define H I == G" and for i> 1 let H i == G' n GCHt- l ) 

- 'L,;: iG(H j) - H I. Suppose that for some r, there 
are points of G' no t in 'L,i~THi . At least one of 
these points, P say, must have a neighbor in some 
H j for some j ~ r since otherwise G' would no t be 
connected . If j < l', P must b e in H i for i~l'. This 
is contrary to hypothesis, and so P is in H T+I . Thus 
since G' has only a finite number of points, there 
must be a positivc integcr q such that G' C'L, f~ IHi ' 



and it fonows that G' = ·L A- IH ;, since the H i contain 
only points of G'. Fur Lhermore the sequence 
{Ih . .. , H Q}, by its construction, is an II-sequence. 

Suppose that th ere is a second II-sC'queJ1 ce 
{II;, . .. , H ;,, } based on Gil su ch that G' = ''2.:/t_1II/, 
H f= H t' fo l' i< j and Hj~H; . It then follows that 
H~ must be unequal to G'nG(Hj_ I) -~{:IG 
(H ;)-H I==I'h We have H ; e lI;, and th erefore 
there are points in H1-H~ which are in graphs II~ 
for k> j . Since these points have neighbors in JJ~_ I' 
this result is contrary to the defini tion of an II-se
quence and thus H j=H} Since H I= II;= G", it 
follows by induction that the two H-sequen ces are 
identical. 

An H-sequen ce based on a connected subgraph 
G" with the property that the union of all its graphs 
is I-dense will b e called aD-minimal H-sequence if it 
contains no proper subsequ ence which is also an 
H-sequen ce based on Gil with this property. By 2. 
3, for a given connected subgraph G" in G, to every 
] -dense ubgraph G' containing G" thC're corresponds 
n uniqu e H-sequen ce based on G" such that G' is 
the union of the graphs in th e II-sequence. This 
H-sequence contains a subsequence which is a D
minimal H-sequence h asecl on G" and which is also 
uniqu e. "IlIle can see this by observing that g iven 
two H-sC'quences {II;'} ancl {II/' } which arc sub
sequ en ces of an H-sequence {lI d, if Jor som e T, 

H j= H /= H j fo r all j~r and IJ;+l~JJ;~I' then 
either H ;+I or IIT~1 i ~IIT+l and one of t hese mu st 
b e equal to H j for j> T+ I, which is impossible by 
defin ition of an H -sequen ce, Thus {H ;} and {II;' } 
must b e identical if th ey are both D -minimal. Ac
cordingly the H-sequC'l1ces based on G" and COlTe' 
sponding to l-den sC' subgraphs containin g G" may 
be divided into families such Lhat all th e II- equences 
in each family contain a particular D-mininlal H 
sequence based on G" , and then the II-sequen ce 
corresponding to a particular I-dense subgraph con
taining G" will belong to one , and only one , family. 
Let S be the set of all I-dense subgraphs for which 
the corresponding H-sequences belong to a particular 
family; let {H i, ... , H q} be the D-minimal H-se
quence containC'd in every II-sequ ence of the family; 
and let G2 = 'J:, ~_ IH; . Then every II-sequ en ce in thc 
family may b e denoted by {H I, . .. , H q, H q+d 
where H q+1 is the graph determined by any set of 
points, empty or nonempty, in G(Hq) - "'2.2 f:t G(H ;)
H I == GI. There can b e no H k for k::> q+ I in any 
H-sequence of t he family , since otherwise Ilk would 
have a n eighbor in some H i for i ~ q, which is im
possible. By p ar t 2 of 2.2, we Imow that G1 is non
null if q> 1. If q= I, G1 is non-null if G" = Ht is a 
proper subgraph. Assume, therefore that G" ~ G, 
so that GI ~~. The set S is the set of all I-den se 
subgraphs in GI UG2 which contain G2• By 2.1, 
"'2.2 0f,S( - )u(G' )= O. and this must b e true of every 
family of H-sequen ces based on G" . Thu s if Sa is 
t hc set of all I-dense sub graphs which contain G" , 
~o',sa( - )"(0') = 0. This establishes the theorem : 

'l'HEOREM 2.4. Jj G" is a pl'OlJer connected sub
(lmph in G and Sa is the set oj all 1-dense sub graphs 
which contain G", then "'2.2 of,sa(- )" (0' )= 0. 

'l'he preliminary theorems and lemm as are no\\
establish ed which will make possible the determina
tion of the value ofjk corresponding to any particular 
lattice point. Since the Moebius fun ction is uniquely 
defined, any function must b e equal to j k if it satis fies 
the equations which defule j k r ecmsively on the 
lattice of k-dense subgrapbs. Consider in particular 
the function (lk whose dom a ill is the sel or subgraph s 
in S k, defined by 

(lk( G' )= 0 

if G' is in Sk-¢ but no t I-dense, and 

;:)ince every ubgrapll which co ntains a I-densl' su b
graph is I-dense and thus k-den se, the set S of a 11 
subgraphs in Sk whi ch con tain a g iven I-dense sub
gr~ph G" in S k is the seL or all subgrapJl s which 
eontnm Gil. Titus 

= (- )n+U (GII)= gk(G" ). 

which follows by 2.1 if we set G1= G and G2= G" . 
If G" ESk- SI, the set of all sub graphs which properly 
con tain Gil and for which (lk does not van ish is iden
tical with the set of S of all I-dense sub graphs con
taining Gil. Since G" is not I-dense, Gil ~ G, and 
since G" is k-densc, it is conn ected. Therefore , hy 
2.4 , 

Thus it is established that (lk( G' ) satisfies the re
curr en ce relations which define j k for all G' ~¢ in 
Sk, and so (lk (G' )=j k( G') fo r G' ~¢. It then follows 
from its definition that Ok (¢) =j k(¢)' Accordingly , 
we have proved 

T HEOREM 2.5. On any lattice oj k-dense subgra,phs, 
gk=A 

ince for any non-null G' in S k, i k( G' ) depends 
only on u( G' ) and on whether or not G' ESI, atten t,ion 
will be given to }k(¢), and in particular }I(¢), for 
which the value depends on whether G is completely 
cOllJlected, or con tains an articulator or isthmus, 
and on other propcrties of G. 

THEOHEM 2.6. J} G is completely connected, 
}I ( ¢) = ( - ) n. 
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If G is completely connected , every poinL is a 
n eighbor of all other points and is therefore I-densc, 
as, in fact , is every non-null subgraph. Thus, for 

every k~ l , G contains (~) 1-cl ense subgraphs Jlll\'-



ing k points each, so tllat by 2.5 , 

a result which follows from the binomial expansion 
of (l -l)n. 

LEMMA 2.7 . Ij S is a set of subgraphs of G, F i jor 
i=1,2, .. . , n the se t oj aU jamilies oj sub graphs 
in S such that each family contains pl'ec'isely i sub
graphs, fol' any particular jamily G, B (G) is the union 
oj all the subgraphs in G, and S' is the set oj all sub
graphs oj G which belong to a given set R and which 
contain one oj the sub graphs in S, then 

Consider a particular subgraph G' €S' and suppose 
that G' contains precisely q subgraphs from S which 
form a family F q. The subgraph G' will occur 
oncc in the triple sum in (A ) for every subfamily 

of the family Fq, and since F q contains (~) sub

families of precisely k graphs each, the total contri
bution to the triple sum in (A ) of the summands 
corresponding to G' is 

Sin ce this result holds for every subgraph G' in 
S' , the right and left members of (A) are equal. 

THEOREM 2.8. If G contains at least k disjo int 
subgraphs, each oj which disconnects G and at least 
one oj which is an isthmus, j k( et» = O. 

If GI , • • . , Gk are k disjoint subgraphs each of 
which disconnects G, then every l-dense subgnrph 
contains at least k points, one from each Gi 

(i= l , ... , k) . Otherwise for somej, (1~j~k), 
G- Gj would be I-dense and thus connected. Thus 
SI = SI n S k andfk(et» = r/k (et» = gJ (et» by 2.5. Suppose 
one of the Gi , GI say, is completely connected, so 
that every subgraph of G1 is a connectcd proper 
subgraph of G. If S is Ule set of non-null sub
graphs of GI and S' the set of I-dense subgraphs 
containing fl graph from the set S , we have S' = SI , 
and thus 

gl (et» = (- )1Z+1 L: (- )0' (0' ). 
G.s' 

If G is any subfamily of Sand B (G) the union of the 
grflphs in G, B (G) is connected because GI is com
plctely connected, and thus by 2.4, 

Since this is true of even ' family G we find from 2.7 " . , 
that gl(et» = O. 
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Let us now suppose that S denotes the set of 
minimal subgraphs which belong to SI n S k, 
i.e., the subgra phs with this property which have 
no proper subgraph s belonging to SI n S k, while 
R is the set of I-dense subgraphs. Since every 
I-dense subgraph having at least k points contains 
a minimal subgraph with this property, 2.5 implies 
if S' is the set of all subgraphs in R which contflin 
one of the su bgraphs in S, then 

If G is any family of subgraphs in Sand B (G) is th e 
union of the graphs in G, then B (G) is connected, 
since the union of two I-dense subgraphs is I-dense 
[2 , lemma 2.1 ] and therefore connected . If G is 
not equal to the union of all the subgraphs in S, 
B(U) is a proper connected subgrnph. Then by 2.4, 

Sin ce this holds for ever~- fam ily C, 2.7 implies 

L: (-)0' (011 )=0, 
O'ES' 

so that f k vunis lles. Thus we haye proyed 
TmJOREM 2.9. Ij G is not equal to the union oj all 

the minimaL subgraphs with the property that they are 
1-dense and contain at least k l)oints, thenfk(et» = 0. 

From 2.9 is is seen that jl(et» = 0 unless G is equal 
to the union of the D )-minimal subgraphs. If 
G= r l and tilut DJ-minimal subgraphs are mutually 
disjoint, i t has been proved elsewhere [3 , theorem 2.6] 
t ha t G is completcl,- connected , so thnt , by 2.6, 

.Met» = (- )n. 
Th us we have proyed 

THEOREM 2.10. 1f the D I-minimal subgl'aph!s are 
mutually disjoint, I jl( <I» I ~ 1. 

It has been proved [3 , theorem 2.4] thntif n > l , G 
contains at least two Dc maximal subgl'1lpbs. Sup
pose n > 1 and there is a DI-miuimal subgmph G' 
which is contained in every D1-maximal sngrapil , and 
G" is DI-minimfll, G"7"'G' . Then there is a point 
p in G' - G" , and GI/ + (G- p ) is D 1-l11l1ximnl. 
This impossible, since this DI-maximal subgraph 
docs no t contain G' . Thus r l= G', flnd r l is 11 

proper subgraph, so that b~- 2.9, jl(et» = O. This 
result is H all 's theorem [4] for the special case of the 
la ttice of I-dense su bgril phs. It ma~' be s ta ted in 
the form : 

THEOREM 2.11. On the hUtice of 1-dense sub
graphs oj 0 , if n> 1 and et> is not the g.l.b. oj any set 
oj D I-maximal subgmphs, then fJ(et» = 0. 

It has been previously proved [3] that either G is 
completely connected , in which case Ijl(et» 1= 1 by 
2.6, or G contains a disconnecting sub graph which 
in turn must contain an articulator or an isthmus. 
If G contains an isthmus, jl(<I» = 0 by 2.7 , and thus 
we have proved 

THEORE M 2.12 . If l(</J)1 ~l Ull les8 G contains an 
ar ticula tor. 



3. Graphs Containing Articulators 

A s imple example of a graph conlaining an ar
ticulator is an r-cycle for 1'> 3. Since each point is 
co nnected to only two o ther points, the two n eighbors 
of any given point in the 1'-cycle constitute a dis
connecting subgraph G', which is not connected, 
each point of which is connected Lo both graphs 
in the partition of G- G' , and ,,-hich is therefore a 
[2,1]-articulator. 

THEOREM 3.1. 1j G contains an n-cycle, then 
j k(1))=- 1 jor k;6-n - l , andjn_1(1))=n- 1. 

If G contains an n-cycle, every point is one of a 
sequence {PI , ... , Pn} such that each point is a 
neighbor only of those which irlliuedia tely precede 
and immediately follow in the sequence, except for 
PI and Pn which are n eighbors. W e have from 2.5 , 
j ,,(1) )=(_)n+I.(_)n=- 1. For any i, O- Pi is I-dense 
since p -= {P HI. ... , p ", PI, ... , P i-I} is a path 
co nn ocLing Pi+1 and P i-I, Pi-1 being Laken to mean Pn 

I if i = 1, which are neighbors of Pi, and any Lwo oLJlCr 
poinLs in G- Pi are jo in ed by a subpalh contained in 
P . ~imilarlyfol'anyi, 0 - P i- p i_ 1 iscol1nected s incc 
thel'o oxisLs a path {pi+l, ... , Pi-2} containing all 
tile oLher poinLs. On Lhe olher hand , if p" and pb 
are no t neighbors and a< b, lhere exisls Pc and 17,1 
such that a< c< b and eiLher d> b or d< a. It is 
ea ily shown by inducLion LhaL any path joining 
Pc and Pd musL contain Pa 01' Pb, nnd thu s O- Pa-Pb is 
not connected. Thus for n ~ :3, SI - 1> consists of 0 
plus n subgrap hs G- Pi (i= 1, .. . , n), and n sub
grnphs 0 - Pi-Pi-1, so thal by 2.5 jl (1)) = 
(_)n+1 [n(_ )n-2+n (_)n-1+(_)n]=_ 1. Also fol' 

11 ~ 2 we havejn_I(</1) = (-) n+l[n( - )'H+( - )n]= n- l. 
All graphs consider ed hiLherto have been such 

that Ijl( </1)I :::;1. Consideral ion of graphs containing 
arLiculators, howevor, will show LhaL Lhere exist 
graphs for which jl(c/» assumes arbitrarily large 
positive 01' negative values. FirsL we must prove 

L EMMA 3.2 I f 0 contaili8 an articulator 0' such 
tha t each point in O- G' is a neighbor of every pairli 
of 0' then 

11(</1)=(_)n+l [1+ ~ (_)d(G"l]. 
G'~ G"E81-t/> 

1£ II is any subgraph conLaining a point p' in G' 
a ncl a point P in 0 - G' , then p and p' are neighbors; 
enry point in 0' is a neighbor of P; and every 
point in 0 - 0' is a neighbor of p' . Thus the Sl1 b
graph p+ p' is I-dense as is H which conta ins it. 

If O'(G') =m, there are (;) sub graphs contained in 

0' hav iJlg k points each and (n~m) subgraphs con

ta ined in 0 - 0' havin g l' points each which can be 

combined to give (;}(n~m) I-dense sub graphs , 

ench with k points in 0' and l' points in G- O'. If 
S~ is t he set of all graphs in SI whi ch have points in 
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both G' and G- G' , we han 

~ ,(-)O'(Hl=[t(m)(_ )kJ [~m(n -. m)(_ ),J=1. 
II,S! k= l . k r =l} 

Since there are no I-dense sllbgraphs contain ed in 
0 - 0' , which would otherwise be connected , every 
graph in Sl-S~ is contai ned in 0'. T'lnl , by 2.5, 

= (_)"+1 [1 + ~ (_ )d (G"lJ . 
G'=:J G"ESJ-t/J 

'J'IU;OJU ; J\1 ;),3. i f q i;,; allY positive integer, theJ'e 
exist graphs 0 (Lnd 0' jo/' which fl (1)) = q andfl (1)) = - q 
respective ly . 

uppose there exisL a graph Oa for which fl( 1) ) = 1'. 
Consid er Lhe graph Gb which has lhe follo\\-in g 
properties : Gb consists of an articulator O ~ iso
morphic wiLh Ga plus s points, PI , .. . , Ps aL leasL 
L\\'o of which are noL neighbors, and each of which 
is a neighbor of every point of O ~. By 3.2 , '1'0 Jtaye 
for Ob Lh e ['('S lIlt tl tat 

Since any sub graph which is I-dense in O ~ contai.ns 
neighbors of PI, . .. , Ps and i Lherefore J-dense 
in Gb , it follows t1wt 

n(</1) -= (_)"(GaHl ~ (_)"(0" ) 
Gb'=> G"ESl-q, 

js the fune'lion 11(</1) ciefilled on the laLLice of J
dense subgraph s of O~. Furthermore, j[ two graphs 
a re isomorphic , to eve ry I-dense subgraph of one 
th ore corresponds a uniqu e I-d ense subgraph of the 
otller, and LlIU S ft(</1) [or G~ i equal to fl( 1)) for Gu , 

which we shall denote by fH</1). Thus 

11 (</1) = (- )" (OaH 8+1 + (-) " 1~ (</1 ). 

If O'(Oa) is even , 11(</1) = (- )8[1'- 1]. In parLiclihu 
we can suppose Ga conlains an n-cycle, n even and 
> 2, so that 1'=- 1 and let s b e odd, so Lhat O'(Ob) 
is odd and fl(1) ) = 2. If s were even , Lhen fl(</1) =-2. 
However, we have also proved that if there ex is ts 
Ou such thaL 0' (0 ,,) is odd and jlC</1 ) =1', then UINO 

exists a graph O~ for which 11(</1) = (-) 8[1' + 1], 
containin g O' (Oa) +s poinLs. If s is even, O' ( G~) is 
odd and for O ~, 11(</1)=1'+ 1. If s is odd, fl(1) ) 
for G ~ is - [1' + 1]. By induction , it follows that 
for any integer q sll ch that q= - 1 or I q l~ 2 , there 
exists a graph G for which fl( 1)) =q. If 0 is com
pletely connected and n= 2, fl(</1 ) = 1 by 2.6 , and 
thus the theorem is proved for all posi tive in tegel's q. 



I --

THEOREM 3.4. Ij p and p' are two distinct points oj 
G, and S is the set oj all jamilies oj paths joining p and 
p' such that each jamily contains n points among them, 
then the j amilies oj S, together with the null jamily, c/>s, 
form a lattice under the relation oj set inclusion. 

If a family F of paths contains all points of G, any 
family containing F is also in S, and thus the l.u .b. 
of two families in S is their union . If the intersec
tion of two families in S is not in S, it cannot con
tain any family of S. Thus the g.l.b. of two families 
is either their intersection or C/>S. For any pair of 
distinct points p and p', the lattice formed by the 
families of paths which join p and p', such that the 
paths of each family contain all points of G, will be 
called a lattice of path sets associated with G and j oin
ing p and p' . For any given la ttice formed by a set 
of S of path sets joining a given pair of points, -r eF ) 
will denote the number of distinct paths in each lat
tice element F~ c/>s, two paths being called "distinct" 
if they diller in at least one point, and ms will denote 
the greatest positive integer with the property that 
for som e F, ms= -r(F). The symbol hs will denote 
the Moebius function on the lattice formed by path 
sets from S. 

THE OREM 3.5. If S is a set oj jamilies oj paths, 
including the null jamily, which jorm a lattice oj path 
sets associated with G, then jor each F fS , 

hsCF ) = C _ )>n s+T (F ) 

for F~</>s , and if ms ~ 1, 

The proof is very similar to that of 2.5 and will be 
left to the reader. 

If G contains a [2, k]-articulator consisting of points 
p and p' , every I-dense sub graph must contain either 
p or p' since otherwise G- p - p' would be I-dense and 
therefore connected. Accordingly if R is the set of 
I-dense subgraphs in G and S' the set of all subgraphs 
in R which contain p, p', or p+p', we have R = S' , 
and then 2.5 and 2.7 imply that 

The first two terms in the brackets vanish by 2.4 
since p and p' are each connected proper sub
graphs. Every I-dense subgraph containing both p 
and p' must contain a path from the set S of all 
paths joining these two poin ts, and so again em
ploying 2.7, we find that 

where F t is the set of all i-pIes of distinct 
paths from S, an d (1, B (G), are defin ed a.s in the 
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hypothesis of 2.7. For each family G, B (G) is con
nected since the union of two connected subgraphs 
having a point in common is connected. Accord
ingly, by 2.4, :.E (- )U(GII ) = 0 unless B ( G) = G, 

E (C) c.G",R 

i.e., unless G is an element of the lattice of path seLs 
joining p and p', in which case :.E (- )uC GII H i= 

E (C) e.G" ,R 

(-) n+ T(C). If S" is Lhe set of lattice elements , then 
j l( c/» = - ~ (_)r(Fl , provided c/>s" is no t the 

4>S";;r!FES" 

only element in S", and jl(c/» = 0 otherwise. This 
result implies 

THEOREM 3.6. Ij G contains a [2, k]-articulator 
and S is tht, set oj elements jorming the lattice oj lJath 
sets associated with G and joining the points oj the 
articulator, then j l(c/» = (-)mshs( c/>s) if S contains a 
nonempty set oj paths, andjl (c/» = O otherwise. 

Theorem 3.6 can be used to show that if G con
tains a [2,k ]-al' ticulator consisting of points p and p' 
and jl (c/» ~ O, then jl (c/» can be written as a product 
of factors, one fa ctor for each connected graph in 
the partition of G- G'. Any path connecting p and 
p' cannot contain points from more than one graph 
in the partition of G-G' , and so any set of paths 
forming one of the se t S of elements of the lattice of 
path sets joining p and p' must contain a subset con
tained in Gi+ p + p' and containing all the points of 
Gi , for each connected graph Gt (i= 1, . . . , w ~ 
k + 1) in the partition of O-G' . Thus if S i (i= l. 
... , w) denotes the elements of the lattice of path 
sets associated wi th G;+p + p' fI,nd joining]J find p' , 
we have by 3.5, 

hs(c/>s) = C - )"'s+ \~{¢SiJ;;" 8,c - )T (G"' ) = (_ ) 1nS+ l i~l 
{ (- )"'si+1hs.Cc/>s) }. 

, I 

Since 111s= ~mSi' we have established , 

THEOHEM 3.7. I j G contains a [2, k]-arliculator G', 
Gt jor i = l , ... , k + 1 are the connected graphs in 
the parti tion oj O-G', and jor each Gi , S i is the set of 
element8 which jorm the lattice oj path sets associated 
with Gj U G' and ,joining the points oj the articulator, 
then .Mc/» ~O implies 

4. Associated Graphs 

Given a graph G and a subgraph G' which is no t 
properly contained in a completely connected sub
graph, the set oj graphs associated with G and G' is 
defined to be set of all graphs G" which have the 
following properties: (1) A one-one correspondence 
exists between the points of G fl,nd those of G" sll ch 



Lhl1L neighbors in G are mapped illLo neighbors ill 
G" ; (2) Gil contains a maximal completely connected 
subgraph, which will be called K [G"], with Lhe prop
erLy Lhat K[G" ] contains the points in Gil which co r
respond to G' in G; (3) any pair of neighbors in G" 
such that both are not in K [G"], is mapped into a 
pair of neighbors in G. If G[ and G2 are any Lwo 
graphs in the set associated with G and G' , we shall 
say G[ ~ G2 whenever the points in G cOlTesponding 
to K [ G2 ] are a subset of the points corresponding Lo 
K[Gd, and GI> G2 whenever G[~G2 but GIr5-G2. 

THEOREM 4 .1. Given G and a subgraph G', the set 
oj graph~ associated with G and G' , ij nonempty, jorm 
a Lattice under the relation ~. 

The proof will be left to the reader. We shall 
denote by h( GIf; G, G' ) the Moebius function evalu
aLed for any Gil in the lattice of graphs associated 
with G and G' , while jl(cp; G" ) will . denote the 
Moebius function evaluated for cP on the la ttice of 
subgraphs I-dense in Gil. The function hI whose 
domain is the set of graphs associated wi th G and 
G' is defined by hl(G" ; G, G' ) == (- )u(K[Glfl J+n, where 
G" is any graph of the set. 

THEOREM 4.2. On the lattice jonned by the set oj 
graphs associated with G and G' , hi = h. 

If Gm is the gl'etl,test clemen t of the latLice K[ Gm] 

= Gm and O' (K[Gm])=n, so thaL hl (Gm ; G, G' )= 1. If 
G" < Gm and w= O'(K[Gm])- O' (K[G" ]) there are (k') 
graphs H which saLisfy Lhe condition that G" < H 
~ Gm and O'(K[JIJ) - O' (J1[G" ])= k. Therefore 

_ ~ hl(H;G, G' )=(_)u(K[G"J)+n+1 
JJ> G" 

X ~ (~) (- )k= (- )u(KlG"J)+"=hl (Gff ; G, G' ). 

Since hi satisfies the reClU'J'ence relat ions which 
uniquely determine h, the theor em follows. 

Let R[G"] be the set of subgraphs I-dense in Gil 
and Q[ Gil] the set of all subgraphs in R[ Gil] which 
conLain at least one point from K[G"]. 

LEMMA 4.3. 1j G" is any graph in the set associated 
with G and G' such that K[ Gil] r5- G", then 

j dcp;G") = (-)u(G")+l ~ (_ )u(Hl. 
IJ.R[G"j- Q[G" j 

by 2.5, 

j l (cp; G") = (- )u(G"l+1 [ ~ (- )u (H) 
ThQ[G"j 

+ ~ (_ ) U(Hl ] . 
J-[.R[G"j-Q[G" j 

By 2.7, the first sum in the bracket can be expressed 
as a sum over families of subsets of K [G" ]. If G is 
such a family and B (G) the union of the graphs in 
the family, B eG) is a connected proper subgraph 
bocause K [G"] is completely connectedland r5- G" , 
and thus 

by 2.4. ince this is true for every family G of 
subgr aphs of K[ Gil], we have 

~ (-; .. (/1) = 0. 
H.Q[G" ] 
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TU~OHj£M 4.4. I} G" i8 a graph beLo/l{/iny tli lhp 
8et associated with G and G', then 

1) If G" - K [ G"l is 1-dense h I, G", 

~ hen ; G, G' ).!l (cp; H ) = 0. 
Il ? G" 

2) /j G" - K[G"] is not 1-dense in G" , 

~ hCH; G, G')jl (cp; H ) = (- )u(G"). 
Il ? G" 

By 4.2 and 4.3 , we have fol' G" r5-K[G"J 

- ~ h(H ; G, G" )!I (CP ,JI) = ~ ~ 
l1 > G" II > G" Il' .R[Ef] - Q[Hj 

(_ )u(K[/l) J+u(Jl ') + (_) n+ l. (B ) 

Jf 11' is any subgl'aph of G" which is . Olle of Lite 
seL S associa,ted with G and G', H' corresponds to a 
unique subgmp h H ; cG. In turn H ; cOlTesponcls 
Lo a uni que subgraph J-],' in any other graph of 
S, and Lhese Lwo correspondences determine ~l, 
cOlTespondence beLween H ' and H" . If H> G" , 
every s ub~raph of H - K[Jl] corresponds to a su b
graph in li" - K[G" ]. If G" - K[G" ] is not I-dense, 
it contains no I-dense subgraph, and so thore 
can be no corresponding I-dense subgmph in 
II- K[IIl and R[H]- Q[H ] is empty foe H~ G". 
Thorofore, if G"r5-K[G"], - h(G" ; G, G' ) j l(CP; G" ) 
ean be added to both members of (B ), and then the 
double sum vanishes, proving parL 2 for Lhis case. 
1£ G" = K[G"], !1 (CP; G" )= (_)n and part 2 is obvio us. 

Suppose Gil - K[ Gil] is I-dense, and H' ~R[ G"]
Q[G"]. If w == O' (G" - H' - K[G" ]) and k= I , ... , 
w, there are (k') graphs H> G" with the properLy 
that K[fl] = K[G"] + k and H - K[J-l] contains a 
subgraph which corresponds Lo H' . The contribu
tion to the double sum in (B ) of all the graphs which 
cO L'respon d to a particular II' ~R[ G"] - (/[ G"] is 

(B) contains a similar contribution for every 
H'~R[G"] - Q[G"] except G" - K[G"] . Thus 

- ~ h(H; G,G')!I(CP; H) = h(G" ; G,G')!, (cp; G" ) 
H > G" 

_ (_ )U(K[GII] )+ I+ .. (G" - K[G" ]) + (_) n+l . 

Since O'(G" )= O'(G)=n, part 1 follows. 
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